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AMC President Message  
by Nancy B. Clark

Washington 2006 was a phenomenal show, and the Auxiliary 
Markings Club was there in force. We participated with a frame in 
the “Society” area hosted by our own John Hotchner. We held our 
annual meeting, which was well attended (30+). We were also on 
the agenda for the American Philatelic Society Board meeting.

Ralph Nafzinger arranged a show and tell with five of our mem-
bers showing items of interest. Mike Mead, Tony Waw-rukiewicz, 
Bill Geijsbeek, Ralph Nafzinger and Mark Goodson presented us 
with interesting puzzles, solved and unsolved.

 We discussed having regional meetings, as our membership 
is spread so widely across the country, with members in other 
countries as well. We will have such a meeting in Chicago in 
conjunction with StampShow in August; Bob Glass has kindly 
agreed to get a meeting time set up for us.

 It’s hard to believe that we are getting ready to start our third 
year as the official organization for auxiliary markings. At the 
APS Board meeting in Washington, we officially were accepted 
as an Affiliate of the American Philatelic Society. We are now 
APS Affiliate #252! Bravo for us!

 Those fortunate enough to make it to the National Postal 
Museum could see John Hotchner’s “20th Century United 
States Auxiliary Markings Documenting Delay of, or Inability 
to Deliver, the Mail: The First Fifty Years.” The exhibit copying 
service currently has the ten-frame exhibit available for your own 
library at a cost of $13.50 unbound and $23.00 bound (with a 
plastic comb with clear outside front and back). The Club offers 

these copies at cost as a service to our membership. Should you 
decide to order a copy, do so by emailing Doug Clark at dnc@
math.uga.edu; or writing him at Post Office Box 427, Marstons 
Mills, MA 02648.

This is also time to renew your dues; Gary Hendren will be 
keeping track. You can pay by check or money order directly 
to Gary or use PayPal by going to our web site at <http://www.
postal-markings.org>www.postal-markings.org.

There has been talk of running a Club auction. This seems 
a good opportunity for the members but we lack one thing - an 
Auction Manager. This is a job for an organized individual who is 
able to write clear descriptions and arrive at reasonable estimates 
as well as coordinate between the sellers and bidders. If you think 
you would like to work in this area, please contact me.

Tony, our capable Editor, has asked that we consider a re-
placement for his position. If you are interested in working in 
this capacity for the Club, please contact Tony for details on 
the production and/or me to express your interest. The contact 
information is on Page 2.

 If you want to see some of the events at Washington 2006, 
you can go to the show web site, <http://www.washington-2006.
org>www.washington-2006.org,  managed by our own Tom 
Fortunato, and see images he has posted there.
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More Handstamps of the Grand Rapids Post Office
by Bob Leeman
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In the October, 2004 newsletter, Doug Quine introduced a few 
of the handstamp auxiliary markings from the Grand Rapids main 
post office, namely 24 of them. In a fairly large municipal post 
office, there are many sections that don’t necessarily interact and 
therefore have their own set of handstamps. In addition, because 
they have different functions, the type of handstamps they use 
are somewhat varied.

Examples of three functionally separate entities at the main  
Grand Rapids Post Office are the Nixie, Registry and Express 
sections. Since October 2004, I have been able to look through 
these  sections  and  gather  examples of an additional  94 
hand- stamp impressions. 57 are from the Nixie section, 23 
from the Registry section and 14 from the Express section. One 
“SCANNED” handstamp impression is duplicated in the Nixie 
and Registry sections. The illustrations are actual size.

Items are held out for handsort if the sorting machine rejects 
them. At every handsort area, there is a holdout (container) 
labelled “Nixie.” That’s where we put mail that is ripped, has 

an insufficient address, insufficient postage, has an odd-shaped 
enclosure, etc. In a handsort operation, there is usually a tray 
somewhere marked Nixie so that there is somewhere to put mail 
when the holdout is full. This mail is picked up by someone from 
Nixies (or “the bone table” as it is called in Grand Rapids - no one 
knows why - it may a local thing - an official visitor from Chicago 
was confused by the term). The Nixie clerks may stamp the mail 
and send it back to handsort (to be sent on or returned) or throw 
it away if it is standard mail (3rd class) with a bad address or if it 
has been returned by the customer. That’s the short version - there 
are other things they get and other things they do with them. 

I know some offices have yellow labels that say “NIXIE” on 
them. This must come from CFS or PARS (see Figures 7 and 8 in 
in Mike Ludeman’s article in the April newsletter). If you Google 
“nixie” you’ll see some mass mailing sites that have their own 
definition of nixie. To them, it means a bad address.

Editorial
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

As one can see from the table of contents, members continue 
to present new material for articles, for which I am most grate-
ful. Bob Leeman is well represented by two articles, one which 
continues a listing of the handstamps available from the Grand 
Rapids postal facility, the other which illustrates the pre-inked 
carrier stamps available from the 2005 Equipment & Supply eBuy 
Catalog. Both of these articles are useful because, first, they give 
us an idea of the great variety of handstamps available from just 
one moderate-sized city, and second, they illustrate how many 
other handstamps are available from just one supply company.

The meeting of our AMC at Washington 2006 (mentioned by 
Nancy) presented a good opportunity to discuss members’ con-

cerns. I was particularly interested in any comments that might be 
addressed to me about the newsletter’s content. I was pleased to 
find that our members are happy with it. One member there asked 
whether there was interest in an article about German mail with 
auxiliary markings in German. I voiced an enthusiastic yes to this 
question, especially if the author translated the markings.

In early 2006 the usual attrition of membership occurred. 
Fortunately, a good number of the members who did not renew 
by late March included nine people who had meant to renew their  
membership. We are grateful to these people, who are listed on 
page 9. We also are pleased to have 11 new members who are 
listed on the same page.
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Many of the articles I have read in Auxiliary Markings have 
been focused on the varieties of a specific type of marking, such 
as different font styles or sizes, or artwork variations, such as the 
many different types of “pointing finger” markings.  My approach 
to collecting auxiliary markings is slightly different, in that I look 
for them on covers franked with certain postage stamps.  In this 
article, I would like to share a few covers that were mailed using 
the 1-cent Washington Irving stamp, issued in 1940 as part of the 
Famous Americans series. 

    Figure 1

The cover shown in Figure 1 has two purple hand stamps, 
“Returned for Additional Postage” and “Postage Due � Cent.”  
It was originally mailed from New York, NY, to Attleboro Falls, 
MA, using a single 2-cent Prexy stamp.  Since the first-class letter 
rate at the time was three cents, the cover was marked postage 
due;  the sender then affixed a 1-cent Washington Irving stamp 
next to the 2-cent stamp (and on top of the machine cancel) and 
re-sent the letter.

   Figure 2

A similar cover is illustrated in Figure 2.  This one was origi-
nally mailed on March 25, 1940, from Alexandria, VA, to Washing-
ton DC, bearing a 2-cent Mark Hopkins stamp.  (Since Alexandria 
is very close to DC, did sender possibly assume he could use the 
2-cent local “drop letter” rate?)  This cover has a “Postage Due 
1 cents” and three purple “Returned For Postage” markings, as 
well as a “MAR 28 1940” receiving cancel.  A 1-cent Washington 

Irving stamp was affixed next to the original 2-cent stamp to make 
up the 3 cents, and postmarked April 3;  the cover also bears the 
handstamp “This Is The Mail For Which You Have Sent Postage.”  
The original “Returned For Postage” markings were lined out in 
pencil once the additional postage was affixed.

   Figure 3

Figure 3 shows a WWII-era airmail cover mailed February 16, 
1942, from the U.S. Navy ship USS Gold Star, to Connellsville, 
PA.  The Gold Star was docked at Pyrmont, Sydney, Australia at 
the time.  The 6-cent domestic airmail rate, paid using a �-cent 
Irving and a 5-cent Prexy, was valid for servicemen mailing let-
ters home from overseas duty stations.  This cover bears a purple 
“Passed By Navy Censor” handstamp.  (Do such censor markings 
“count” as Auxiliary Markings, since they were applied by the 
military rather than the Post Office Department?- yes, editor)

   Figure 4

The Figure 4 cover is a late usage of the Washington Irving 
stamp, posted in 1951.  It has a purple “Returned To Sender By 
Brooklyn N.Y. P.O.” marking at the lower right, and a “Reason 
For Non-Delivery” marking at the left, where the carrier had 
checked the “Moved, No Address” line in pencil and initialed it 
at the bottom.

And finally, the cover shown in Figure 5 was mailed from Mas-
sachusetts to Japanese-occupied Korea in December 1940, with 
a block of four Irvings and a single 1-cent George Washington 
and Nathaniel Greene commemorative paying the 5-cent surface 
letter rate.  This cover is marked “RETOUR” (Return) in purple 
at the upper left, with some markings (Korean characters?) in red 
pencil to the right of the address, and the address itself lined out    

Auxiliary Markings on Washington Irving Covers
by Gary Denis
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                 Figure 5a
        

in red. It appears that the addressee was no longer at this location, 
so the cover was not deliverable.  The back of the cover (Figure 
5b) bears a purple handstamp “INCONNU” (unknown),  as well    

    Figure  5b   
        
as a purple  KEIZYO  (Seoul) TYOSEN type “comb”-postmark 
used as a receiving cancel.

Do any other Auxiliary Markings Club members focus their 
collecting on covers using a certain postage stamp?

An Unusual “Contents May Be Opened” Marking
by Henry Wilhelmi

This is an apparent 1950’s philatelic cover from Malta to the 
United States. Both the sender and recipient were stamp dealers 
and/or collectors. The handstamp which is enlarged and illustrated 
at the right is not an official post office one, and it reads: “CON-
TENTS DO NOT TREPASS ANY/U.S. POSTAL REGULATIONS/MAY 
BE OPENED FOR INSPECTION.”

Announcement
Since 2004 Jim Drummond has produced a newsletter focused 

on the physical seals or labels that are applied by a postal worker, 
to close or reseal opened or damaged mail articles. Post office seals 
from all countries, from all time periods, are examined, and new 
discoveries have been found and are discussed.

This 18 page, full-color publication also has concerned itself 
with some of the markings we study such as return to sender labels 

and dead letter office labels. Some hand stamped modern markings 
that are equivalent to the text on some labels have been shown, 
and are usually translated from the source language.

Some of our members subscribe to this newsletter, and our 
board thought that our members might be interested in hearing 
about it. Jim plans to put a similar announcement about the AMC 
in his newsletter. (continued on the bottom of the next page)
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New Members
We welcome the following new members to the Auxiliary 
Markings Club:

  #197 James Drummond
  #198 Quinn Witherspoon
  #199 Joseph Eaton
  #204 Kennith White
  #205 Michael Deery
  #207 Raymond Chaon
  #210 Elwood Poore
  #211 Bill McCann
  #213 James Rogers
  #214 Chris Masters
  #215 David Lenze

“Card Cabinet” Auxiliary Marking
by Frank Moertl

I hope that this cover will intrigue a few members of our club. 
The constellation of markings on it are, I believe, unusual, and 
possibly defy definite explanation (at least to me). Here’s my 
guess at explaining it.

It was mailed on November 17, 1915, from Milwaukee, Wis-
consin to Indianapolis. Besides a receiving mark of Indianapolis 
of November 18, it also includes three handstamps. They read:

(�) “UNCLAIMED From Indianapolis, Ind./RETURNED TO 
       WRITER”
(2) “NOT IN DIRECTORY/INDIANAPOLIS, IND./Clerk No. 2”
(3) “NAME NOT SHOWN IN CARD CABINET - 2”
These three handstamps suggest that quite an effort was made 

on the part of the delivery division of the Indianapolis Post Office 
to deliver this letter. 

First, the letter was probably not adequately addressed for 
immediate delivery since no street address was given. Therefore, 
Clerk No. 2 in the delivery edition unsuccessfully attempted 
to find the company listed in the city’s directory. Finally, there 
must have been a separate “cabinet of cards” where additional 
informational was sought out. Possibly this cabinet contained 
forwarding addresses or pertinant notes concerning locating a 
company or person. 

In any case, the search was unsuccessful, and the letter was 
returned to writer, unclaimed.

Reinstated members:
The following members sent in late renewals:

  #53 Matthew Liebson
  #56 Thomas O. Taylor
  #93 George Fekete
  #106 Francis Adams
  #111 Peter Rikard
  #126 James Kotanchik
  #130 Charles O’Dell
  #172 A. William Mandelstam
  #182 David Wessely
  

 
     

    

(cont.) A one year subscription includes at least four issues, and 
the newsletter is advertised as being a quarterly one. However, he 
has produced an average of an issue every two months since the 
beginning. A sample issue is free on request while a one calendar 
year subscription is $20. Checks should be made out to his name. 
For further information, his contact information is:

Jim Drummond
19335 Pauma Valley Drive
Porter Ranch, CA 91326-1701
USA
jdrummond@alberto.com
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Big Pointing Hands from Canada and Down Under
by Frank Moertl and Tony Wawrukiewicz

Revenue Protection
by Michael M. Ludeman

A friend here received this wrapper on the February 7, 2006, 
issue of the Amarillo Globe News (Amarillo, Texas - in the 
Texas Panhandle). He had about four issues go astray and not 
be delivered for about 30 days. This one was received here on 
March 6th. The yellow label seems to imply that this traveled 

to Sacramento CA. In my experience, second-class auxiliary 
markings are scarce.

This was the only issue of paper that had this label, although 
I suspect that all four traveled together to wherever they went 
when they were lost.

      

Frank Moertl sent me photocopies of the back and front of a 
1954 cover from Bristol, England to Saskatchewan, Canada that 
was returned to sender because the addressee was unknown. 

The pointing hand used was a quite large in-your-face one that 
is illustrated below on the left (actual size). Note that the pointing 
hand used also contains the information that the letter was “Un-
claimed.” There was a redundant multi-reason returned marking 
on this cover that indicated that it was unclaimed. 

When I saw this large Canada pointing hand, I remembered that 
I had seen similar large hands on returned covers to addresses in 
Australia. In fact most of the ones I have seen on covers returned 
from or within Australia (which are from the past 15 years) have 

been large ones. The Australian pointing hand illustrated below 
on the right (actual size) is even more interesting because it is a 
multi-reason handstamp too. The actual reason for the cover’s 
return was “Left Address.”

From the types of pointing fingers that have been illustrated 
for Canada in the past (see David Allan Cooper Sr.’s article in 
the January 2005 Auxiliary Markings), one may conclude that 
this country has used many different types. Most of the Australia 
pointing hands I have been seen have been large ones. 

If there are AMC members out there with a quantity of 
returned material from a foreign country, I would love to see 
and publish an article about them.
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The illustrations of auxiliary markings from handstamps that 
follow are yet another group from all of those available from the 
2005 “Equipment & Supply eBuy Catalog,” the one from which 
the Grand Rapids Post Office procures(d) its new handstamps. 
The January 2006 Auxiliary Markings illustrated the Multi-Reason 
Handstamp markings, while the April 2006 Auxiliary Markings 
illustrated the Pre-inked Large Carrier Handstamp markings, avail-
able from this catalog. Today we illustrate the Pre-Inked Small 
Carrier Handstamp markings found in this catalog.

If one compares the handstamp markings available from this 
catalog with those that the Grand Rapids’ office uses (see the 
October 2004 and this Auxiliary Markings), you will notice that 
most of them have not been purchased by this office. In fact this 
particular post office uses many handstamps that are not available 
from this catalog. One presumes that they were bought from prior 
catalogs or even other vendors, either recently or in the past. Only 
illustration number 2 from the October 2004 Auxiliary Markings 
and the second from last illustration on Page 4 in this Auxiliary 
Markings are found in the illustrations from the eBuy catalog given 
below. (I (the editor) have never seen many of these handstamps 
illustrated below on correspondence). The illustrations that fol-
low are full-sized. 

Pre-Inked Small Carrier Handstamps For Sale
by Bob Leeman
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